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Quantum Landscape and Strategy
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So what for Military? Unprecedented performance offered 
by Q coherence!
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From: NATO S&T 190422-ST_Tech_Trends_Report_2020-2040

 Potential ‘Game 
changer’ with range of 
potential applications
– Position, navigation 

and timing
– Sensing, imaging 

and ranging
– Data analytics and 

situational 
awareness from Q 
sensor data

 Opportunity & 
challenge for QC
 Growth of counters 

(e.g. Qsafe crpytos)

DSTL/PUB152275

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Strategic documents from broad range of nations has selected Q as a key emerging/disruptive technology.  A potential ‘game changer’ - lots of ‘hype’ but evidence is mounting that it will provide decisive advantage.  Promising applications offered by unprecedented sensitivity of Quantum coherence (e.g. superposition and entanglement)NATO study summarises this well.Dstl research identifies PNT, Sensing…as very promising.  Unprecedented stability (inertial sensors) as well as accuracy, timing resolution (e.g. GPS denied environments, gravity sensors)But by the same is also ultra sensitive to noise and de-coherence.  Important attributes for security in general and information assurance in particular (e.g. covertness, stealth, anti-cloning, anti-intrusion and ‘eavesdropping’).  But single biggest challenge to Quantum Computing in maintaining superposition of Q bits.What is least certain is still whether scalable, fault tolerant quantum computing will be possible. Even if it isn't, it is beginning to be likely that NISQ processors will have value eg for optimisations



UK National Quantum Technology Programme (NQTP)
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Source: McKinsey analysis DSTL/PUB152275

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Beyond the ‘Eight great’ technologies … #9: National Quantum Technologies Programme [Slide from Peter Knight]The UK has a thriving quantum ecosystemThe National Quantum Technologies Programme (NQTP)  was established in 2014, phase 1 and further investments 2019 Phase 2, Innovate UK .Phase 1 focused on converting research excellence into technology prototypes and plugging the skills deficit.  Phase 2  refresh, to drive commercialisation and economic impact4 quantum hubs (York, Birmingham, Glasgow, and Oxford) + Regional Centres of excellence – research and collaboration networks – bringing experts from universities, national laboratories, and industry partnersNational Quantum Computing Centre in Harwell (IOC 2022/23) to the Fraunhofer Centre for Applied Photonics in Glasgow. Overall creation drives ecosystem, business-friendly environment and the networks, that make the UK a melting pot of innovation.Overall ~£1.5B investments to date, including PV industryThe path to commercialisation for quantum computing is lengthy, hardware development costly, systems integration challenging and commercial end users laggard adopters
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 Objectives

1. Benchmark D-Wave vs. 
‘commodity’ processors
 CPUs, GPUs & 

specialised chips (e.g. 
Intel Movidius NN 
chip);

2. Develop Operational 
Capability Demonstrator 
(OCD)
 Hybrid system – digital 

front end + QC;

StratCom:  Quantum Enabled Intelligence (QEI) projects
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Workshop with stakeholders
– High level analysis of potential INT cycle areas for quantum 

acceleration
– >30 use cases, 6 selected for possible development

Exploring potential infrastructure needs

Developing Roadmaps to in-service capability

Stakeholder Workshop
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Stakeholder Workshop Outcomes 
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Assessing the potential of 
QNNs for image data
Developed auto-encoders for 

image pre-processing due to 
limited number of qubits
 Investigating how D-Wave can 

augment digital NNs
Focus on sampling: rapidly find 

the ‘best’ QUBO solution
Fewer epochs for training than 

in digital systems

Part 1: Results and Outcomes
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In part 1 of the QEI Pathfinder, we aimed to assess the use of Quantum Neural Networks (QNNs) for image data. Autoencoders were developed for the classical/digital hardware as a bespoke compression method for the images such that they could be reduced to a size more appropriate for ingest into a D-Wave Advantage machine. It does this using a neural network in the shape of bottleneck where the original image is compressed to the desired size and then reconstructed as losslessly as possible. When training these autoencoders, the fitness function was a linear combination of both the reconstruction loss and the ability for a simple neural network to correctly classify the reconstructed image. Once trained, the autoencoder was used to compress images by extracting the representation at the centre of the bottle neck and feeding this as input into the quantum hardware.Due to previous research and evidence, we focused on using the D-Wave for it’s sampling capabilities in form of Boltzmanns Machine. The visible nodes took the input representation from the autoencoder and the image class in a one-hot encoded form. The hidden nodes and couplers could then be trained such that the network could then classify previously unseen images. The execution times are given in microseconds in this table but although the QPU takes longer to run per epoch, it was found that it required fewer epochs to train that digital systems. This means that quantum processing could be beneficial in cases where the classical training takes many epochs



Part 2: Results and Outcomes 
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Timing study on the use of sparse 
RBMs for image classification on both 
D-Wave QPU and CPU hardware
Sparse RBMs were used to avoid 

embedding where there is limited 
connectivity on the device

Reduced MNIST dataset (0,1,2,8) was 
used with one-hot encoding of label
Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT) 

was used to compress the images 
classically

DSTL/PUB152275

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Part 2 of the study extended this work to consider more closely the performance and timings of RBMs on D-Wave devices. Due to the limited connectivity of the hardware, it was decided to use sparse RBM’s. Using fully connected RBMs would have required an embedding strategy which uses a large number of auxiliary nodes in chain functions and would have restricted the size of graphs we could use. We designed sparse-RBMs for a range of input image sizes with the aim to compare the scaling in terms for timing and performance.We used 4 digits from the MNIST dataset with a one-hot encoding for the label. In this case, as opposed to in part 1, discrete cosine transformation was used for the compression as it was more computationally efficient when considering a large dataset being compressed to different sizes.



Part 2: Results and Outcomes 
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The main contributor to the epoch time on the D-Wave processor was the combination of 
internet latency, queuing and programming. This could be improved in theory by having a 

local QPU.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The diagram on the left shows the typical process of training an RBM on a D-Wave machine and how we’ve defined the timings. You can see that there are three nested loops, one covering the number of epochs, one covering the number of training images that are each used once per epoch, and one covering the number of reads of the sampler that are done per training image per epoch. The blue boxes are completed on the quantum hardware, the green boxes are completed on the D-Wave servers and the orange box is completed on the local hardware. The internet latency is due to having to access the D-Wave machine through a cloud server. This combined with the queuing times would not be relevant if a user had access to a local and dedicated QPU. This is why we defined a local qpu time to give an estimate of the best case scenario. We can see from the graph on the left that the QPU epoch time is much higher than the CPU but has a much better scaling with the number of reads (especially note the log scale). The estimate for the local QPU times is much closer to the CPU times (because the sampling time is now the dominant contribution) and even becomes favourable with high numbers of reads. It is important also to note that the gradient calculation and weights update that is done on the local machine had not been optimised but was held the same for all tests. In terms of classification performance, the CPU consistently outperformed the QPU. The results for this are hypothesised to be: 1. the use of sparse RBMs not allowing for the efficient transfer of information through the network and 2. the lack of parameter optimisation done for using the D-Wave as a Gibb’s sampler. The D-Wave machine is designed as a quantum annealer which works very differently than a sampling problem. Therefore all the default parameters set by D-Wave are designed to optimise the performance in annealing regimes. Further investigation would be required to optimise the hyper-parameters for a sampling application. 
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Recap
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The UK has a strong and growing quantum 
community made up of:

– Government
– Academia 
– Industry (including a number of start-ups)

The Ministry of Defence plays a key role in steering, 
funding and executing the research and 
development in this field
The image processing chain has been identified as 

a key area for potential quantum advantage
The Quantum Enabled Intelligence Research 

Project has made a number of key strides forward 
in this area…

DSTL/PUB152275



Research Conclusions
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The Quantum Enabled Intelligence Research Project has made a number 
of key strides forward in this area…
Quantum annealers can be used advantageously for the Gibbs 

Sampling step in image classification using RBM implementations of 
neural networks
Classical algorithms for pre- and post- processing have been developed 

with the aim of a hybrid image processing pipeline
Phase 1 showed that the D-Wave annealer was capable of training with 

fewer epochs than the digital CPU but phase 2 showed that each epoch 
took more (wall-clock) time
When latencies are stripped out, D-Wave performance exceeded CPU 

performance at all image sizes
The low connectivity of the sparse RBMs are likely to have contributed 

to the poor classification results
DSTL/PUB152275

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The D-Wave Advantage quantum annealer can be used as an effective Gibb’s sampler which can then in turn be used to sample from a Restricted Boltzmann Machine. In the NISQ era, quantum applications are likely going to be hybrid with classical steps and in this vein, pre- and post-processing pipelines were developed in the form of image compression and gradient calculations. There was some success in showing that a quantum annealer could train an image classification network with fewer epochs than a classical CPU but due to latencies in the accessing of the D-Wave, each epoch takes far longer. The notion of a local QPU was developed to show that when the latencies are stripped out, the D-Wave could outperform the CPU. The classification results from this experiment were not as high as expected and this is likely due to the poor classification results and lack of hyperparameter optimization



Hyper-parameter optimization for the D-Wave RBM will enable better 
classification performance

– Quantum annealers are designed for optimization and therefore the default 
parameters are suited to this application and not RBM training

Alternative classification algorithms that require less I/O such as 
reservoir computing models may present a better use of near-term 
quantum computers

The National Quantum Strategy was released in March 2023 and lays 
out the UK’s intention and strategy to become ‘a leading quantum-
enabled economy, recognising the importance of quantum technologies 
for the UK’s prosperity and security.’

Looking Forward
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Source: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-quantum-strategy
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
D-Wave have set their default operating parameters to be optimal for a wide range of optimization problems. Using the D-Wave as a sampler requires an entirely different mode of operation in terms of annealing schedule and energy scaling. Optimising the parameters for this application was not the focus of this study but given due experimentation, this is likely to provide a significant improvement in performance.As mentioned before, from the timing study of the QPU performance, the latency and queuing times fall inside two out of the three loops (i.e. you experience latency and queuing once per training image per epoch) making it very time consuming. This would be reduced if a local QPU were available. However, where this is not possible, alternative classification algorithms may be beneficial that require fewer calls to the annealer. For example, reservoir computing typically has one-shot training. 



Contact:
jpark@dstl.gov.uk

bkmadahar@dstl.gov.uk

Questions?
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